Gift Wallet
Gift Wallet ‘Me & Dad’
Materials:
- Dark Vintage Bloc PK9082
- Stampfairy stamp SF1110
- Stampfairy Sentiments SF1113
- Flags & alphabet EC0108
- Craftable Tags & Tickets CR1212
- Creatable boats LR0199
- Distress Ink
Method
Cut from cardstock the pattern of gift folder and fold
it into shape and secure with double sided tape. Now
you have a hollow interior in which a letter, drawing or
other fun something can be done with the gift giving.
Dark Vintage Make a square for the front. Stamp the
bear with the ice twice and color it or edit it in another
way as you like. Use the alphabet stamps to ‘I’ and
‘pa’ stamp. Clean the inside of the folder with Dark
Vintage paper two slots patches. Die cut a number of
tickets from the Craft Printable Tags & Tickets to credit

as neatly in the folder to stabbing. Stamp them
with keywords for which they are to exchange,
such as ‘ice’. Stans the boats out and paste it into
the slot surfaces. Edit everything with Distress
ink and stamp the center edge of the Stamp Fairy
Sentiments on the inside. And ready for gift giving!

Gift Wallet ‘Father’
Materials:
- Dark Vintage Bloc PK9082
- Flags & alphabet EC0108
- Stamp Fairy Sentiments SF1113
- Creatable Lord & Lady LR0211
- Creatable Cars LR0198
- Craft Able tags & tickets CR1212
- Distress Ink
Cut the pattern out of cardstock of the gift folder and
fold it into the mold and secure with double sided
tape. Now you have a hollow interior in which a letter,
drawing or other fun something can be done with the
gift giving. Cut from sheets of the Dark Vintage bloc
faces to the folder to hold them. Cut notches in the
square where the tickets should be interposed. Give
everything a vintage look with Distress ink. Stans 2
x Lord of the Creatable design from paper and 2x of
black paper shade. Paste a Lord in front and one inside.
Stans two cars and also paste it on the front and inside.
Edit it with Distress ink for a vintage style. Stamp with
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the alphabet ‘father’ for the front. Turn a number
of tickets from the Craft Able and stamp it with
amusing phrases or keywords to gift certiÞcate as
neatly in the folder to do.
And ready for gift giving!
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